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Abstract

Aftershocks of the October 8, 2005, M=7.6 Kashmir earthquake continued for

many weeks and covered a region extending over an aperture exceeding 100

km. Several hundred events were recorded well at teleseismic distances while

many hundreds more are only observed at regional distances. Existing earth-

quake catalogs for this sequence are poor given an unfavorable distribution of

stations, a complex tectonic setting, lack of local and near-regional data, and

under-exploitation of the most sensitive stations. Advances in automated signal

processing, improvements in seismic velocity models, and innovations in multi-

ple event location algorithms have made it worthwhile revisiting this sequence

and attempting a large-scale relocation of the aftershocks. A vast number of new

phase readings have been made on permanent and temporary seismic stations

both at regional and teleseismic distances and the Bayesian hierachical multiple

event location program Bayesloc was employed in multiple stages, resulting in

a far more structured distribution to the seismicity. The relocated aftershocks

fall mainly into two distinct clusters. One cluster lies predominantly North East

of the Balaklot-Bagh Thrust and South of the Main Central Thrust, with the

October 8 main shock at its most northern point. The second cluster occupies

the Indus-Kohistan Seismic Zone, North of the Main Central Thrust and South

of the Main Mantle Thrust. Both clusters lie North East of a NW-SE trending

boundary almost parallel to the southern part of the surface rupture. An East
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South East trending strand of earthquakes extends from the most northerly

turning point of the Main Central Thrust into the Kashmir Basin, and a scat-

tering of events are located North of this line and South of the Main Mantle

Thrust. The new location estimates result in those aftershocks with the most

similar focal mechanisms being far more spatially clustered than in previously

published catalogs. Mapping global CMT solutions before and after the reloca-

tion contributes to the confidence in the new epicenters and provides a clearer

picture of how the source parameters vary over the aftershock region. All files

required to reproduce the results using the Bayesloc program are provided.
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1. Introduction

The October 8, 2005, M=7.6 Muzaffarabad earthquake, Kashmir, (Bendick

et al., 2006; Mandal et al., 2007; Pathier et al., 2006; Parsons et al., 2006;

MonaLisa, 2009) was followed by thousands of aftershocks, many hundreds of

which were recorded at global distances. The duration and spatial extent of the5

aftershock sequence for this event was exceptional for earthquakes of compara-

ble magnitude in the India-Asia collision belt (Parsons et al., 2012; Tahir and

Grasso, 2014) and improved aftershock location estimates could be significant in

understanding the structure and tectonics of the region (e.g. Bilham, 2004; Ali

et al., 2009; Jouanne et al., 2011; Kaneda et al., 2008; Yan et al., 2013; Bungum10

et al., 2017). An accurate event catalog for the sequence is also necessary for an

evaluation of the properties of seismic waveforms across the region (e.g. Slinkard

et al., 2013) and analyzing of models of source properties from the aftershock

distribution (e.g. Lieshout and Stein, 2012; Türkyilmaz et al., 2013).

The existing seismic catalogs for the sequence have shortcomings resulting15

from a lack of data from nearby stations, an under-exploitation of existing data,

and not taking advantage of the latest innovations in event location algorithms.

The lack of local data of course cannot be rectified, but a careful reconsideration

of the existing waveforms, improved global seismic velocity models, and contex-
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tual approaches to seismic event location may result in a far more plausible20

distribution of aftershock epicenters. Figure 1 displays the aftershock distribu-

tions taken from two different bulletins: the Reviewed Event Bulletin (REB) of

the International Data Center for the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty

(CTBT), and the International Seismological Center (ISC). The large-scale char-

acteristics of the two catalogs are the same with the aftershocks mainly divided25

into two large clusters: one to the South and South East of the main shock

and one to the North West. Parsons et al. (2012) point out a likely causality

of events in the two clusters from the M7.6 main shock (southern cluster) and

an M6.4 aftershock (northern cluster). However, a closer inspection makes it

clear that the uncertainty in the individual event location estimates means that30

fine-scale structure of the aftershock activity is not resolved.

In this paper we provide an overview of the seismic waveforms openly avail-

able to the scientific community, discuss the deficiencies of the existing seismic

bulletins, and discuss how three factors in particular warrant a reanalysis of

this sequence. Firstly is advances in signal processing. Extensive aftershock35

sequences provide enormous challenges for data centers compiling near-realtime

bulletins and a large effort is being made to facilitate the automatic processing

of such sequences, in particular using pattern detectors (e.g. Harris and Dodge,

2011; Gibbons et al., 2012; Dodge and Harris, 2016; Junek et al., 2015). We have

applied the multi-stage approach described by Gibbons et al. (2016) to both re-40

gional and teleseismic waveforms from the Kashmir sequence and performed an

almost autonomous event detection and location procedure.

The second factor is an improvement in seismic velocity models used for event

location. A progressive improvement in 1-D models for traveltime prediction

led to the AK135 model (Kennett et al., 1995) which, almost 20 years later,45

is still the workhorse for global event location. However, large events well-

constrained with teleseismic phases, with low time-residuals relative to AK135,

often show high residuals for local and regional phases that have propagated

through the more heterogeneous crust and uppermost mantle (very evident for

the ISC catalog of the Kashmir events). It follows that the location estimates50
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for smaller events, constrained only by regional phases, are likely to be biased if

the inaccuracies in the velocity model are not accounted for. Efforts to mitigate

this have evolved from correction terms for individual paths (e.g. Murphy et al.,

2005), to regionalized models for traveltime calculation (Myers et al., 2010),

to global 3-dimensional models (Myers et al., 2015; Ballard et al., 2016). We55

now have at our disposal a 3-dimensional global P- and S-wave velocity model

anticipated to improve significantly the representation of traveltimes in central

Asia (Simmons et al., 2015).

The third factor is algorithms for event location. The classical earthquake

location methodology finds a hypocenter and an origin time which minimizes the60

norm of a vector of residuals between model-predicted and observed traveltimes.

Joint Epicentral Determination (Douglas, 1967) mitigated location inaccuracy

due to regional bias when multiple events could be located simultaneously, since

station traveltime corrections could be solved for. This idea is extended in the

double-difference family of location methods (Waldhauser and Ellsworth, 2000)65

in which closely spaced events, in particular those with almost repeating signals,

are located relative to each other with far greater accuracy than a single-event

location procedure could achieve. The aftershock region for the Kashmir se-

quence is very large and Slinkard et al. (2013) demonstrated that waveform

similarity between events in this sequence was extremely limited, reducing the70

applicability of correlation-based relative event location procedures. The state

of the art for locating extended clusters of seismic events is probably Bayesloc

(Myers et al., 2007, 2009). This Bayesian hierarchical multiple seismic event

locator estimates a joint probability distribution of event locations, corrections

to traveltime predictions, and specifications of the arrival times. Bayesloc can75

be demonstrated to provide enhanced location estimates for clustered events,

particularly for situations where prior probabilistic constraints can be applied

to input parameters. Myers et al. (2011) demonstrate hypocenter relocations

for events in the Middle East using Bayesloc with multiple events. The improve-

ment relative to the catalog locations is significant given that the demonstrably80

incorrect implicit assumptions of zero mean and uncorrelated errors are treated
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realistically in the probabilistic location algorithm.

The relocations performed here are carried out using Bayesloc, with travel-

time tables calculated using the most recent 3-dimensional P- and S-wave veloc-

ity models for the region (details regarding access to the software and velocity85

models are provided in the acknowledgements section). An exceptional effort,

using both automated and manual arrival picking, has been made to identify P-

and S- arrivals from stations at regional distances, the majority of which have

not been exploited in the existing event catalogs.

2. Available seismic data90

Figure 2 shows the locations of seismic stations of the International Monitor-

ing System (IMS) for monitoring compliance with the CTBT. Only the stations

with black symbols were available for compiling the REB at the time of the

Kashmir sequence (Figure 1 a). The stations with white symbols include those

which simply didn’t exist at the time (e.g. GEYT, USRK), those yet to be95

certified as IMS stations (e.g. KSRS, TORD), and those which were being ser-

viced or upgraded (e.g. ASAR). The geographical distribution of the stations

present is unfortunate for the quality of event locations with the most of the best

stations for signal detection for Kashmir earthquakes located in Europe. The

sensitivity of stations to signals generated by seismic events varies enormously100

(Kværna and Ringdal, 2013) with detection capability dependent both on local

noise levels and on path characteristics (which often can only be determined

empirically). In addition, array stations almost always perform better for signal

detection and parameter estimation than 3-component stations. To the South

is only a single seismic array (WRA) and coverage to the South West is lim-105

ited to a few 3-component stations, of which only KMBO (Kenya) recorded a

significant number of teleseismic P-arrivals.

The closest IMS array (MKAR: Makanchi in Kazakhstan) has a relatively

poor detection performance for this particular sequence with emergent P-phases

and long coda which often obscures later arrivals. The BVAR array (Borovoye,110
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Kazakhstan) is somewhat further away but recorded far more signals with high

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Unfortunately, for the compilation of the REB,

BVAR is a so-called auxiliary IMS station and is not used for signal detection at

the International Data Center (IDC). The Zalesovo array in Russia was also not

built at the time of the Kashmir earthquake although the 3-component station115

ZAL was in operations. Other IMS arrays for which data is not available have

almost co-located IRIS 3-component stations as possible surrogates (e.g. ABKT

is almost co-located with GEYT and CHTO with CMAR).

Figure 3 shows the locations of open seismic stations at regional and far-

regional distances to the Kashmir sequence. Most of these are non-IMS stations120

and phase readings from many of the stations are used in the event locations

displayed in Figure 1 b). The closest station by far (with openly available data)

is NIL - Nilore, Pakistan - although readings from this station were not used for

any of the event locations displayed. The signals at NIL for the largest events

are clipped but the first P arrival is almost always discernible and clear P- and S-125

onsets are visible for most events in the sequence. The KKAR array - Karatau,

Kazakhstan - is at a distance of approximately 9 degrees and displays clear Pn

and Sn arrivals for the majority of events. Many of the most poorly constrained

solutions in the ISC catalog are single array location estimates using Pn and Sn

arrival times at KKAR, together with the estimated backazimuth. The Kyrgyz130

Seismic Telemetry Network (KNET) is also to the north of the sequence and

most stations of this network recorded many events with both Pn and Sn phases.

The stations G.HYB, II.ABKT, IC.LSA and IC.WMQ in principle provide good

spatial coverage but they, like MKAR, are at far regional distances for which the

signals are complicated and emergent and the value these stations have added to135

relocating large numbers of events is limited. More usefully, at slightly greater

distances, are the stations ZAL, KZ.AKTO, IU.CHTO, together with stations of

a temporary deployment in Oman (The Dhofar Seismic Experiment II, network

code YR) which provide spatial constraints for events above magnitude 4.5. The

YR readings provide useful constraints to the South West.140

The highly sensitive stations GARM, DUSH, and SHAA of the Tadjikistan
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network (TJ) came online unfortunately a few weeks after the start of the se-

quence, but provide useful constraints for some later aftershocks. The most

valuable of the untapped resources is the MANAS Profile (network code XP).

This line of broadband stations extends several hundred km from the Kaza-145

khstan/Kyrgyzstan border south to the city of Kashgar in North West China.

While the azimuthal coverage that the profile offers is limited, the signals are

very high frequency and display very clear signal onsets for both Pn and Sn

phases. The smallest events for which there is a chance of location are recorded

with P and S waves by NIL to the South, KKAR to the North West, and by150

KNET and the most sensitive stations of the MANAS profile to the North East.

Simply using many arrivals from this profile in a classical location inversion

would likely introduce bias to the solutions since overestimates or underesti-

mates of the traveltimes in directions with good station coverage would out-

weigh the constraints provided by stations in other directions. Mitigation of155

this problem could include the calibration of corrections to the traveltimes for

these stations using the best located events as reference events. The Bayesloc

program essentially performs this calibration and correction implicitly.

3. Event relocations

While the existing event bulletins contain many very well constrained events,160

the vast numbers of additionally available stations which had not contributed to

any existing catalogs made a compelling case to apply a new kind of algorithm

to build up a regionalized earthquake catalog from scratch. Gibbons et al.

(2016) describe a procedure for classifying events in a limited source region using

distant stations. Firstly, waveform traces are formed for each station - optimized165

for detecting seismic arrivals from events in the source region. Secondly, an

autoregressive characteristic function is formed for each phase sought, which

attains a local maximum close to the signal arrivals. Thirdly, a grid search is

performed where each of these characteristic functions are scanned for event

hypotheses. The high frequency nature of the regional P and S phases at NIL,170
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KKAR, and the MANAS profile stations make all of these waveforms ideal

candidates for the autoregressive approach.

Figure 4 shows typical waveform traces optimized for the detection of the

indicated phase on the indicated station. This time-window was examined for

all stations considered for inclusion in the automatic search for events; if there175

were not at least 3 clear signals visible in this section, it was deemed unlikely

that the station would contribute significantly to the event relocation attempt.

The procedure outlined by Gibbons et al. (2016) uses precalculated look-up

tables for each phase sought, evaluated over a fixed-depth mesh covering the ge-

ographical region displayed in Figure 1. Traveltimes were calculated using the180

3-dimensional earth model and raytracing code of Simmons et al. (2015); details

are provided in the acknowledgements. The grid search algorithm provides a

provisional automatic event catalog and, for events defined by a significant num-

ber of both regional and teleseismic phase arrivals, the solutions were augmented

with additonal (teleseismic) phases from the REB.185

Given that over 1000 event hypotheses had been generated by the automatic

procedure, a complete probabilistic relocation of the events identified was at-

tempted in multiple stages - each with an increasing number of events - in order

to better assess the robustness of the solutions. In the first stage, an initial

set of the best constrained events was examined to determine how well these190

could provide prior constraints. The set consisted of all events with at least 25

teleseismic P arrivals, at least 9 regional Pn phases, and at least 7 regional Sn

phases. For each event, using different subsets of the total number of phases

recorded, multiple single-event location calculations were made both using a

direct grid search method and the HYPOSAT routine (Schweitzer, 2001). Prior195

uncertainty constraints for these events were estimated based upon the spread of

hypocenter estimates from these initial calculations. However, the uncertainties

provided to Bayesloc were increased considerably since non-zero mean and non-

Gaussian uncertainties in the input parameters are likely to provide additional

uncertainty to the hypocenter location estimates (see e.g. Myers et al., 2011).200

Two separate runs of Bayesloc were performed for this initial set of the best
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constrained events. The first used only teleseismic P-phases and the second

used all of the phases: teleseismic P, regional P, and regional S. The outputs

from the teleseismic-only and all-phase runs of Bayesloc were compared in order

to verify that the regional phases (given the unfavourable spatial distribution205

of stations) were not introducing an unacceptable bias into the solutions.

Having confirmed that the location estimates for the best constrained events

were not affected adversely by combining the teleseismic and the regional phase

arrival times, subsequent runs of Bayesloc were performed with new events with

fewer defining phases being added at each stage. The ratio of teleseismic to210

regional phases decreases as the number of defining phases goes down until, for

the lowest magnitude events, we have only regional phases defining the event.

Figure 5 displays the distribution of mean hypocenter estimates from Bayesloc

at the stage where there are 1308 events.

The two clusters of seismicity for the existing bulletins (Figure 1) are far more215

sharply defined following the relocation procedure. Whereas the event density

in the REB and ISC bulletins simply decreases towards the South West, the

relocated clusters are limited by a surprisingly sharp North West to South East

trending boundary. For the southern cluster, this limiting line is approximately

parallel to, and a few km South West of, the surface rupture of the Balaklot-220

Bagh Thrust. The October 8, 2005, mainshock is at the northern tip of this

southern cluster and almost all events in this cluster are bounded to the north

by the Main Boundary Thrust. The seismicity in the northern cluster fills the

so-called Indus-Kohistan Seismic Zone (e.g. Jouanne et al., 2011), North West

of the Balaklot-Bagh Thrust and bounded between the Main Central Thrust225

and the Main Mantle Thrust to the North.

The diffuse seismicity in Figure 1 to the North and East of the two main

clusters is resolved into two smaller scale structures in Figure 5. Most of the

earthquakes in these two clusters are relatively small in magnitude (4 or less)

and are typically recorded only by the regional stations. The enormous scatter in230

the ISC catalog is simply a result of poorly constrained solutions; the readings

from NIL and stations of the MANAS profile apply significant constraints to
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these event locations. One of these formations extends to the North East, short

of the Main Mantle Thrust. The other formation is a band of seismicity starting

at the northernmost turning point of the Main Central Thrust and extending235

30 or so km East South East into the Kashmir Basin.

Focal mechanisms are provided by http://www.globalcmt.org/CMTsearch.html

(Dziewonski et al., 1981; Ekström et al., 2012) for 37 of the largest events in

this sequence, of which the vast majority are in the largest North West cluster

of aftershock activity. Figure 6 a) displays the Centroid Moment Tensor so-240

lutions obtained from globalcmt.org both with the published location and the

relocation. It is clear that the majority of the events are thrust earthquakes

with a strike angle similar to the North West to South East trend of the af-

tershock clusters (e.g. Avouac et al., 2006). The relocated epicenters (Figure 6

b) occupy a far more limited geographical region than the originally published245

solutions. As importantly, there appears to be great consistency in how the

source parameters change over this region. The strike angles for the events in

the North West of this cluster appear significantly lower (280-300 degrees) than

for events in the South of the cluster (strike angle 325-350 degrees). There

are two events with strike-slip characteristics which are relocated into far closer250

proximity of each other in the East of the cluster. Since the CMT solutions

did not affect the relocation in any way, the observed spatial similarity of the

source mechanisms provides, independently, additional confidence in the new

epicenter estimates. Similarly, the relocations suggest that the indicated focal

mechanisms are relatively characteristic of any given region of the aftershock255

zone and that the source parameters are varying spatially with a length scale

of the order 10-15 km. A systematic investigation of the focal mechanisms for

smaller events would require far more seismic data from closer distances which,

to the best of our knowledge, does not exist.
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4. Conclusions260

The spatial distribution of aftershocks to the October 8, 2005, M=7.6 Kash-

mir earthquake can provide useful information about the tectonics of the region.

However, existing catalogs of earthquakes in this sequence are of relatively poor

quality. We seek to rectify this by examining seismic data which has to date

not been exploited, by employing optimized signal processing algorithms to pick265

and associate phase arrivals autonomously, by employing more recent and more

realistic seismic velocity models, and lastly by utilizing a Bayesian multiple

event location algorithm. The location estimates for events have been improved

significantly in particular by a careful exploitation of waveforms recorded at

regional distances.270

The relocated aftershocks are split into four main zones. The vast ma-

jority of events form two large clusters to the North West and South East

of the main event. Both clusters are limited to the South West by a NW-

SE trending boundary which lies close to the surface rupture of the Balaklot-

Bagh Thrust for the southern cluster. The remaining seismicity is of rel-275

atively low magnitude and is arranged in two clusters which radiate North

East and East South East from the most northerly turning point of the Main

Central Thrust. We have obtained Centroid Moment Tensor solutions from

http://www.globalcmt.org/CMTsearch.html and the relocations indicate that

there is significant clustering of events with similar focal mechanisms. This pro-280

vides both confidence in the relocated epicenters and in the degree to which an

estimated focal mechanism is representative of a given region of the aftershock

zone. Obtaining focal mechanisms for smaller events would be of exceptional

value, in particular for the smaller scale structures in the aftershock distribu-

tion. However, given the smaller magnitude of events in these regions, obtaining285

accurate focal mechanism estimates would require observations with a far better

spatial coverage than is available to us.

We have included as supplementary material all of the files necessary to

run a Bayesloc relocation for this particular sequence. This will allow an open
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and rigorous evaluation of the robustness of the solutions presented and may290

motivate a refinement of the solutions using seismic data not available to us.

Only seismicity between October 8, 2005, and December 31, 2005, was covered

in the present study. The event density towards the end of this time-interval

was fairly low and it was deemed that extending the search period would have

diminishing returns. Again, combining the data provided with readings for295

events from different time-intervals, possibly on stations not available at the time

of the 2005 sequence, may result in additional constraints on the distributions

of seismicity derived.
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Figure 1: Event location estimates (a) from the Reviewed Event Bulletin (REB) of the

International Data Center (IDC) of the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty Organization

(CTBTO), and (b) from the International Seismological Center (www.isc.ac.uk). The location

of the closest open station to recorded the sequence (NIL: Nilore, Pakistan) is displayed,

although readings from this station did not contribute to either catalog. The NW-SE trending

line is the trace of the Balaklot-Bagh thrust fault surface rupture traced from Pathier et al.

(2006).
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Figure 2: Stations of the International Monitoring System (IMS) in relation to the Kashmir

earthquakes (star). Black/white symbols indicate stations operational/not operational at the

time of the earthquake. Arrays and 3-component stations are marked by circles and triangles

respectively.
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Figure 3: Stations with open access which recorded the Kashmir sequence. The TJ net-

work stations GARM, DUSH, and SHAA did not come online until several weeks after the

mainshock. Arrays and 3-component stations are marked by circles and triangles respectively.
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Figure 4: Waveform traces from a selected set of stations optimized for the phases labelled

for a 90 minute interval about one hour after the mainshock. Optimized means that bandpass

filtering in a frequency band for which the arrival is anticipated to have an optimal signal-to-

noise-ratio (SNR). For array stations, a beam has been performed with steering parameters

aimed at maximizing the SNR.
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Figure 5: Mean hypocenters output from Bayesloc. At left we display only the location

estimates together with the surface rupture only and at right we display the locations together

with features marked by Jouanne et al. (2011) and Gavillot et al. (2016). BBT is Balaklot-

Bagh thrust, MBT is Main Boundary Thrust, MCT is Main Central Thrust, MMT is Main

Mantle Thrust, and IKSZ is Indus-Kohistan Seismic Zone.
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Figure 6: Epicenters of relocated events from the North West aftershock

cluster together with focal mechanisms for all events available from from

http://www.globalcmt.org/CMTsearch.html (these are typically events above magni-

tude 5). a) Displays the symbols at the locations provided by globalcmt.org with lines

connecting each symbol to the relocated epicenter and b) displays the symbols at the

relocated epicenters. Note that events even of this size have been relocated by in excess of 30

km.
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